A record of the names of the children baptized by the Rev. John Craig, both in his own and in the neighboring Congregations, where God in his providence ordered his labours. Wherein the time and place and the parents’ name that presented the children are all recorded:

Note if the child belonged to the Congregation no place is named.

For the use of the Congregation beginning anno Dom 1740.

October 1740.

5. Jeremiah Williams, a child Baptized named Elizabeth at Bulskin.
19. John Kerr, a child Baptized named Isabel.
   Robert Renix, a child Baptized named Ann.
   James Anderson, a child Baptized named Agnes.
John Anderson, a child Baptized named John.
Jacob Funkenburgh, a child Baptized named John.
William Jonston, a child Baptized named John.
James Allen, a child Baptized named Rachel.
William Jonston, a child Baptized named Margaret.
Andrew Rafrel, a child Baptized named Andrew.
William Finly, a child Baptized named William.
28. John Preston, a child Baptized named Mary
The number Baptized this month 13, of which seven females.

November 1740.
1. Robert Page, a child Baptized named Thomas.
2. Thomas Gordon, a child Baptized named John.
George Anderson, a child Baptized named William.
David Stephenson, a child Baptized named William.
John McCluer, a child Baptized named James.
3. Robert Patterson, a child Baptized named Abigail, near Halfway House.
Jeremiah Herison, Baptized near Halfway House, an adult person.
5. Henry Hugh, a child Baptized named Sophia at the Toron.
James McCluer, a child Baptized named Samuel.
William Smith, a child Baptized named James.
McDonal Rondal, a child Baptized named Alexander.
John Campbell, a child Baptized named John.
22. George Hutchison, a child Baptized named Frances.
The number baptized this month 15, of which 4 females.

December 1740
3. Robert McClenochan, a child Baptized named Jean.
9. John Brown, a child Baptized named William.) These two at North Mountain.
Samuel Brok, a child Baptised named David. )These two at North Mountain.
10. James Fulton, a child Baptized named Elenor.
Patrick Hays, a child Baptized named James.
12. James Bell, 2 children, twins, Baptized named William and James.
Michael Woods, a child Baptized named Samuel.
Archibald Woods, a child Baptized named Margaret.
At William Wallis' over the Ridge.
Andrew McWilliams, a child Baptized named Jean, at his house. He is a man too proud to have his child Baptized publicly but can deceive and boast of his cunning, so he did with me.
Thomas Dougherty, a child Baptized named William.
Israel Pickens, a child Baptized named Margaret.
23. Samuel Soot, a child Baptized named Mary.
Robert Nook, a child Baptized named Esther.
Robert Scot, a child Baptized named Jean.
William Williams, a child Baptized named John.
George Scot, a child Baptized named Christian.
William Coll, a child Baptized named Lettice.
The number baptized this month 21, of which 10 females.

January 1740-1
18. John Finly, a child Baptized named Elizabeth.

February 1740-1
1. Robert Young, a child Baptized named Mary, at North Mountain.
3. John Moor, a child Baptized named Margaret. ) At John Moors
Robert Dunlap, a child Baptized named Samuel. )At John Moors
William Lockridge, a child Baptized named James.) Bardons Land.
22. John Robertson, a child Baptized named Jean.
Thomas Henderson, a child Baptized named Michael.
The number baptized this month 6, of which 3 females.

March 1741
1. James Frances, a child baptized named John.) At John Caldwell's
James Anderson, a child baptized named Ann.) Buck-Mountain S.S.
4. John McCord, a child Baptized named Agnes. ) At William Wallis
Samuel Davis, a child Baptized named Thomas.) So. Side Ridge
John Dobbins, 2 children, Baptized, not twins, named Joan and John at Rockfish.
8. James Robertson, a child Baptized named Marah )At "Rickfish" S.S.R.
John Small, a child baptized named Martha. )At Rockfish S.S.R.
Lawrence Small, a child Baptized named Mary. )At Rockfish S.S.R
John Weeds, a child Baptized named Margaret.) At Rockfish S.S.R
William Vordiman, a child Baptized named Jemina)
10. Robert McNeilly, a child Baptized named Michael, at Michael Woods S.S.
11. Mrs. Sarah Givens, Widow of the late deceased Samuel Givens, Esq.
a child Baptized named George.
14. Jacob Stover, and adult person Baptized.
15. Robert Craig, a child Baptized named John.
Edly Maxwell, a child Baptized named Edly.
William Basken, a child Baptized named Charles.
Robert McDowel, a child baptized named Mary.
29. John Mashol, 2 children Baptized, not twins, named Mary and
Katherine.
John McCluer, a child Baptized named Ann.
John Pickens, a child Baptized named Elizabeth.
The number baptized this month 22, of which 13 females.

April 1741.
12. John King, a child Baptized named Isabel.
19. Samuel Gay, a child Baptized named Elizabeth.
James Liper, a child Baptized named Margaret.
John Davison, a child Baptized named Elizabeth.
Isaac McCollock, a child Baptized named John.
John Turk, a child Baptized named Robert.
Charles Hays, a child Baptized named John.
24. John Hutchison, 2 children, Baptized, not twins, named Mary and
Mabel.
26. Andrew Cathy, a child Baptized named William.
27. James Lesly, a child Baptized named Mabel.
John Campbell, a child Baptized named John.
The number baptized this month 12, of which 7 females.

May 1741.
1. Thomas Little, a child Baptized named John.) At James McNish at North
Branch Shannando
James McNich, a child Baptized names James.) At James McNish at North
Branch Shannando
3. Thomas Bay, a child Baptized named Robert.) At John Funks
George Egger, a child Baptized named Agnes) Shannando.
10. William Willson, a child Baptized named Sarah.)Shannando.
James McCleland, a child Baptized named Rhoda. At the East Branch of Canegochige.
Samuel Karris, a child Baptized named Thomos. At the East Branch of Canegochige.
Robert Barnet, a child Baptized named Elizabeth) At the East Branch of Canegochige.
William Maxwell, a child Baptized named Patrick.
17. Nathaniel Curry, a child Baptized named Margaret, at Conandogunum.
The number baptized this month 11, of which 5 females.

June 1741.
14. David Kennedy, a child Baptized named Mary, at Canegochige.
19. John Black, a child Baptized named Joan (Jean?), at Apecken.
John Dodson, a child Baptized named Elizabeth.
William Clerk, a Child Baptized named John, at Daniel Holdman's.
The number baptized this month 7, of which 5 females.

July 1741.
5. John Mephet (Mophet?) a child Baptized named John
Robert Ralston, a child baptized named Mary.
David Logan, a child Baptized named Margaret.
Alexander Blair, a child baptized named William.
Robert Crocket, a child baptized named James.
David Campbell, a child baptized named John.
Robert Christian, a child Baptized named William.
James Bell, a child Baptized named William.

John Smith, a child Baptized named David.
Alexander Thomson, a child Baptized named Walkingshaw.
John Young, a child Baptized named John.
Archibald Hamilton, a child Baptized named Andrew.
Robert Craig, a child Baptized named Elenor.
The number baptized this month 15, of which 3 females.

August 1741
27 Robert Petterson, a child Baptized named Isabel.
James Armour, a child Baptized named Andrew.
Thomas Shoals, a child Baptized named Jenet.
23. Samuel Davison, a child Baptized named James.
John Brunlee, a child Baptized named Margaret.
John Buchanan, a child Baptized named Patrick.
30. Alexander Craig, a child Baptized named Mary.
Thomas Gordon, a child baptized named Gresil.
The Number baptized this month 6, of which 5 females.

September 1741.
27. John Cowen, a child Baptized named Andrew.
Joseph Culton, a child Baptized named Jean.
The number baptized this month 2, of which one female.

The year being ended, the whole number baptized by me is 133, 69 males and 64 females. Glory to God who is daily adding numbers to his visible church.

II YEAR.
October 1741.
4. Moses Thomson, a child Baptized named Sarah.
James Miller, a child Baptized named Jean.
James Gillespy, a child Baptized named Margaret, an untimely birth
15. Gilbert Campbell, a child Baptized named Charles.
Richard Woods, 2 children Baptized named Margaret and Samuel, not twins.
William Hall, a child baptized named John. )At Gilbert Campbell's
William Hall, a child Baptized named William. ) At Gilbert Campbell's
Robert Young, a child Baptized named James. ) North Branch of James
River
Joseph Lapsley, a child Baptized named Jean. ) North Branch of James
River
William Woods, a child Baptized named Agnes. ) North Branch of James
River
16. Hugh Cunningham, 2 children. Baptized, twins, named James' and
Mary at his house at North Branch of James River.
John McDowell, a child baptized named Sarah. )At John McDowell's
Alexander McCliry, a child baptized named Rachel) in Burdons
James Greenlie, a child Baptized named James.) Land
18. Charles Hays, a child Baptized named Andrew.)
   Samuel Dunlap, a child Baptized named Isabel.) At Timber Grove Meeting
   House in Burdons Land
   Richard Cawsor, a child baptized named Katherine) At Timber Grove
   Meeting House in Burdons Land
   Andrew Martin, a child baptized named Elenor ) At Timber Grove Meeting
   House in Burdons Land
   Samuel Walker, a child baptized named Barbara.
   John Dicky, a child Baptized named John.
   James Robison, 2 children, Baptized, named Rachel and Henna, twins
   20. John Trimble, a child Baptized named Joan (Jean?) ) At North Mountain
   Meeting House.
   Patrick Martin, a child Baptized named George.) At North Mountain
   Meeting House.
   James Robison, a child baptized names James. ) At North Mountain
   Meeting House.
   William Vance, a child Baptized named Moses. ) At North Mountain
   Meeting House.
   John Risk, a child Baptized named Mary. ) At North Mountain Meeting
   House.
   William King, a child Baptized named Annis. ) At North Mountain
   Meeting House.
   Francis Betty, a child Baptized named James. ) At North Mountain Meeting
   House.
   Thomas Pirva, a child baptized named Margaret.) At North Mountain
   Meeting House.
   25. John Crawford, a child Baptized named Josiah.
   Thomas Sheals, a child Baptized named Jennet.
   The number baptized this month 34, of which 19 females.

November 1741.
1. Walter Trimble, a child Baptized named Margaret.
8. James McCluer, a child Baptized naned Esther.
15. John Anderson, a child Baptized named Robert.
   William Johnston, a child Baptized named Mary.
29. Samuel Ker, a child Baptized named Samuel.
   The number Baptized this month 5, of which 3 females.

December 1741.
19. James Armstrong, a child Baptized named Mary.
20. Alexander Henderson, a child Baptized named Elizabeth.
27. David Neilson, a child Baptized named John.
The number baptized this month 3, of which 2 females.

January 1741-2.
20. Mr. James Patton stood sponsor for a child Baptized named Henry born in his house of a Papish Foviet Servant, a base person; could not be brought to tell who was the father notwithstanding all means used but supposed to be begotten by one Charles Hiky, another papish fofiet servant, because they had been seen too great together.

February 1741-2.
21. John Frame, a child Baptized named Mary.
29. William Petterson, a child Baptized named Shusanna.
The number baptized this month, 2 females.

March 1741-2.
11. John Miller, 3 children baptized named Sarah, Martha, James
14. Thomas Henderson, a child baptized named Thomas.
21. James Allen, a child baptized named Margaret.
28. George Callwell, a child Baptized named George.
William Smith, a child Baptized named Jean.
The number baptized this month 7, of which 4 females.

April 1742.
4. James Crawford, a child Baptized named George.
Thomas Landriff, a child Baptized named William.
Gabriel Alexander, a child Baptized named Margaret.
The number baptized this month 5, of which 1 female.

May 1742.
2. William Logan, a child Baptized named John.
Robert Craig, a child Baptized named Elizabeth.
23. John Henderson, a child Baptized named Mary.
30. John Picken, a child Baptized named William.
The number baptized this month 4, of which 2 females.

June 1742.
6. Thomas Bell, a child Baptized named William.
John Hutchison, a child Baptized named William.
20. James Robertson, a child Baptized named Ann.
27. George Anderson, a child Baptized named Margaret.
George Scot, a child Baptized named Jean.
Robert Ralston, a child Baptized named Ruth.
Andrew Cathy, a child Baptized named Mary.
The number baptized this month 7, of which 5 females.

July 1742.
4. Robert Kirkpatrick, a child Baptized named Margaret.
11. John McCollock, a child Baptized named Samuel.
25. John Seewright, a child Baptized named Margaret.
Robert McMachan, a child Baptized named Jean.
The number baptized this month 6, of which 4 females.

August 1742.
8. Joshua Hicman, a child Baptized named Samuel.
15. Andrew Rusell, a child Baptized named Robert
The number baptized this month, 2, both males.

September 1742.
5. Michael Dicky, a child Baptized named James.
12. Andrew Scot, a child Baptized named Thomas.
John Thomson, a child Baptized named William.
19. David Stephenson, a child Baptized named Mary.
Samuel Gay, a child Baptized named Rebecca.
The number baptized this month 6, of which 2 females.
This year being ended the whole number baptized by me 82; 58 males, 44 females.
Glory to God who is daily adding numbers to his Visible Church.

The number Baptized these two years 215, of which 107 males, 108 fem.

III YEAR October 1742.
4. Robert Campbel, a child Baptized named Robert
18. John Preston, a child Baptized named James.
24. William Henderson, a child Baptized named Elenor.
25. Richard Syril, a child Baptized named John bound to Robert Cunningham who stood sponsor for said child.
The number baptized this month 4, of which 1 female.

November 1742.
7. Robert McClenachan, a child Baptized named John William Logan, a child Baptized named Elizabeth.
14. John Petterson, a child Baptized named Jennet.
   John McCluer, a child Baptized named Mary.
   Andrew Mitchell, a child Baptized named Hannah.
The number baptized this month 6, of which 4 females.

December 1742
5. John Davison, a child Baptized named Margaret.
   William Land, a child Baptized named Francis.
16. Jonothan Horseford, a child Baptized named Mary, about 10 years.
19. Daniel McNear, a child Baptized named Joanna.
   Alexander Henderson, a child baptized named John.
The number baptized this month 5, of which 5 females.

19. This day the news of the Indian Rebellion and the death of our Friends by their hands came to our ears.

January 1742-3.
3. John Stephenson, a child Baptized named Thomas.
14. Robert Young, a child Baptized named Robert, born with teeth.
16. James Gillespy, a child Baptized named Elizabeth.
   William Finly, a child Baptized named William.
25. William Lamb, a child Baptized named Anna.
30. John Finly, a child Baptized named William.
   John Finly, a child Baptized named George.
   Samuel Henderson, a child Baptized named John.
The number baptized this month 9, of which 2 females.

February 1742-3.
6. John Ker, a child Baptized named Elizabeth.
14. William Wright, a child Baptized named Samuel.
The number baptized this month 2, of which 1 female.

March 1742-3.
John McCowen, a child baptized named Malkcome
James Chambers, a child Baptized named Sarah.
Robert Gibbon, a child Baptized named Mary.
Adam Thomson, a child Baptized named Andrew.
William Basken, a child Baptized named Hugh.
Samuel Ker, a child Baptized named Agness.
James Lesly, a child Baptized named Margaret.
James Anderson, a child Baptized named Mary.
The number Baptized this month 8, of which 5 females.

April 1743.
George Chathy, a child Baptized named Ann.
William Anderson, a child Baptized named Margaret, her mother died ye same night.
The number baptized this month 2, both females.

May 1743.
1. David Logan, a child Baptized named Benjamin.
8. Samuel Davison, a child Baptized Benjamin.
William Wallis, a child Baptized named Mary.
John Fresure, a child Baptized named John.
15. Hugh Campbell, a child baptized named John.
17. Jacob Die, 2 children Baptized named Jacob and Agness, not twins.
Abraham Jonston, a child Baptized named Marganna.
Jeremiah Herison, stood sponser for a child baptized named Lidea Donnel at Halfway House.
William Hinds, a child Baptized named William.
The number baptized this month 10, of which 5 females.

June 1743.
3. George Scot, a child Baptized named Rachel.
17. James Davis, a child Baptized named Robert.
Andrew McCluer, a child Baptized named Esther.
Haac KcColleck, a child Baptized named Jennett.
20. David Kinked, a child Baptized named Elizabeth.) At Wallis South Side Ridge.
Robert McNeely, 2 children, twins Baptized George & William) At Wallis
South Side Ridge.
William Ownes, a child Baptized named Robert.) At Wallis South Side Ridge.
John Grier, a child Baptized named Mary. ) At Wallis South Side Ridge.
William Woods, a child Baptized named Mary. ) At Wallis South Side Ridge.
21. Agness Stoeden, 2 children Baptized named John & Thomas, at Joseph Kinked's S. S. R.
23. James Robertson, a child Baptized named Margaret) At Rockfish Meeting House
John Reid, a child Baptized named Thomas. ) At Rockfish Meeting House
William Miller, a child Baptized named Robert.) At Rockfish Meeting House
John Maphet, a child Baptized named John.
William Jonston, a child Baptized named Jennet.
28. Samson Archer, a child Baptized named John. ) At North Mountain Meeting House
Hugh Young, a child Baptized named Mary. ) At North Mountain Meeting House
Robert Willson, a child Baptized named Elizabeth.) At North Mountain Meeting House
Jacob Lockard, a child baptized named Elizabeth. ) At North Mountain Meeting House
30. Patrick Hays, a child Baptized named Rebecca.
James Greenly, a child Baptized named Samuel.
William Mitchel, a child Baptized named John.
William McGandless, a child Baptized named John.
Samuel Dunlap, a child Baptized named Jean.
Richard Causard, a child Baptized named Jennet.
George Brekenridge, a child Baptized named Alexander.
John Doage, a child Baptized named Thankful.
The number baptized this month 30, of which 15 females.

July 1743.
6. John Miller, a child Baptized, named Margaret.
7. William Eleat, a child Baptized named Robert.
Thomas Fitzpatrick, a child baptized named Elizabeth.
31. Joseph Teas, a child baptized named Charles.
Charles Clendannen, a child baptized named Thomas
The number baptized this month 6, of which 2 females.

August 1743.
28. Samuel Forfaith, a child baptized named Moses.
The number baptized this month 3, all males.

September 1743.
Robert McDowel, a child baptized named William on the 4th.
Robert Craig, a child baptized named Jennet on the 4th.
4. George Robison, a child baptized named James.
Archibald Hamilton, a child baptized named Ginny.
11. Robert Christian, a child baptized named Margaret.
The number baptized this month 5, of which 3 females.

This year being ended the whole number baptized by me 90; 46 males and 44 females.
Glory to God who is adding numbers to his Visible Church.

The whole number baptized by me these three years past 305, 153 males, 152 females.

IVth YEAR.
October 1743.
15. George Kenkin, a child baptized named Jean.
The number baptized this month 1, a female.

November 1743.
The number baptized this month 1, a female.

December 1743.
10. A child baptized named Martin born of one Mary Burk a native Irish lately from Ireland, a Roman, a Servant bound to John Pickens. His wife Elenor Pickens stood sponser for said child her husband being abroad and the child near death.
16. Samuel Steel, a child Baptized named John.
The number baptized this month 2, both males.

January 1743-4.
15. David Campbell, a child baptized named Arthur.
23. Andrew Erwine, a child baptized named Francis. The number baptized this month 3, all males.

February 1743-4.
John Brownlie, a child baptized named James.
5. Joshua Hicman, a child baptized named Mary.
7. Felix Kenedy, a child baptized named James.
19. John Young, a child baptized named William.
27. James Miller, a child baptized named John.
The number baptized this month 7, of which 1 female.

March 1743-4.
Thomas Gordon, a child baptized named Martha, on the 10th.
10. John Hutchison, a child baptized named Jennet.
Thomas Rutlige, a child baptized named John.
18. James Allen, a child baptized named James.
Thomas Gillespy, a child baptized named James.
Alexander Blair, a child baptized named Alexander
John Trimble, a child baptized named John.
George Anderson, a child baptized named Mary.
22. William Logan, a child baptized named Mary.
Robert Scot, a child baptized named Jacob.
25. Samuel Braford, a child baptized named Robert.
Thomas Dord, a child baptized named Rosanna.
Anthony Black, a child baptized named Jean.
George Hutchison, a child baptized named George.
The number baptized this month 14, of which 6 females.

April 1744
8. Gabriel Alexander, a child baptized named James
William Wright, a child baptized named Samuel.
William Pettorson, a child baptized named John.
15. John Campbell, a child baptized named Elizabeth.
Andrew Cathy, a child baptized named James.
22. Alexander Henderson, a child baptized named John
24. James Robertson, a child baptized named George.
29. John Corsby, a child baptized named John.
John Anderson, a child baptized named Jean.
The number baptized this month 9, of which 2 females.

May 1744.

June 1744.
Being at Synod baptized 3 children in Pennsylvania, 2 males.

July 1744
22. John Smith, a child baptized named Jonathan.
27. Elizabeth Herison, an adult person, being examined and declared her
faith to my satisfaction, was baptized. 29. John Holme, a child baptized
named Jean.
Thomas Dell, a child Baptized named Agness.
John Thomson, a child baptized named James.
William Christian, a child baptized named Patrick.
Robert Kirkpatrick, a child baptized named Hanna.
The number baptized this month 7, of which 4 females.

August 1744.
5. Alexander Craig, a child baptized named William.
William Williams, a child baptized named Joshua.
20. Robert Gilkison, a child baptized named Isabel.
Robert Ralston, a child baptized named Robert.
7. Alexander Gibson, a child baptized named James (Misplaced as to time)
26. William Dunlap, a child baptized named William.

September 1744.
William Ker, a child baptized named Andrew.
21. John Miller, a child baptized named Francis.
The number baptized this month 4, all males.

This year being ended the number baptized by me 64; 41 males and 16
females.
Glory to God who is adding numbers to his Visible Church.
The whole number baptized these 4 years 363, of which 194 males, 168 females.

Vth YEAR.
October 1744
7. John Pickens, a child baptized named Israel.
14. Adam Thomson, a child baptized named Margaret.
21. James Craig, a child baptized named Sarah.
George Cathy, a child baptized named Margaret.
Samuel McCuena, a child baptized named Rachel.
The number baptized this month 6, of which 4 females.

November 1744.
1. Robert Dukson, a child baptized named Samuel.
25. John Davison, a child baptized named John.
William Henderson, a child baptized named Susanna.
The number baptized this month 3, of which 1 female.

December 1744.
25. Robert Poage a child baptized named Margaret.
30. John Cathy, a child baptized named Jean.
The number baptized this month 3, of which 1 female.

January 1744-5.
1. John Moor, a child baptized named Agness, at So. Mountain Meet. H.
2. John Paul, a child baptized named Isabel, at Mr. Burdon's House
John Givans, a child baptized named Sarah.
26. Robert Hooks, a child baptized named Martha.
The number baptized this month 5, of which 4 females.

February 1744-5.
1. Robert McMachan, a child baptized named Martha.
3. Thomas Rutlidge, a child baptized named George.
12. John Fowler, a child baptized named William.
Michael Dicky, a child baptized named Mary.
James Anderson, a child baptized named Thomas.
Thomas Stuart, a child baptized named Archibald.
Edward Hall, a child baptized named Jennet.
The number baptized this month 7, of which 2 females.

March 1744-5.
4. John Petterson, a child baptized named Martha.
17. Samuel Henderson, a child baptized named Margaret.
David Logan, a child baptized named Hugh.
The number baptized this month 6, of which 3 females.

April 1745.
7. James Armstrong a child baptized named Joseph.
John Flood a child baptized named Margaret.
Robert Craig, a child baptized named Margaret.
14. Samuel Davison, a child baptized named Jesse—this being the first day we meet at the Contentious Meeting House about half built T. S.
William Smith, a child baptized named Robert, at his house.
Walter Trimble, a child baptized named John.
Adam Caruth, a child baptized named Mary.
William Jonston, a child baptized named Joseph.
The number baptized this month 9, of which 3 females.

May 1745.
5. Samuel Ker, a child baptized named William.
James Barcley, a child baptized named John.
12. Alexander Doglas, a child baptized named George.
19. George Scot, a child baptized named Samuel.
26. Robert McClenochan, a child baptized named Letitia.
27. Robert Young a child baptized named William.
The number baptized this month 6, of which 5 females.

June 1745
1. Robert Croket, a child baptized named Alexander of Calf Pasture.
2. William Lamb, a child baptized named James.
Robert Renex, a child baptized named William.
John Young, a child baptized named Elizabeth.
9. William Logan, a child baptized named Mary. ) This day Coll Patton
appeared at meeting.
David Campbel, a child baptized named James.) This day Coll Patton appeared at meeting.
John Turk, a child baptized named John. ) This day Coll Patton appeared at meeting.
16. The Rev. John Craig, a child baptized named Isabelle Helena.
John Stephenson, a child baptized named Mary.
18. Robert Dickson, a child baptized named Thomas, bound to James Cathy, till he came of age, for this child the said Cathy stood sponser.
25. Jacob Lockard, a child baptized named Jacob.
23. William Finly, a child baptized named Jacob.
James Robison, a child baptized named Jean.
30. Daniel McNear, a child baptized named Martha.
The number baptized this month 15, of which 7 females.

July 1745.
14. Francis Brown, a child baptized named Hugh.
Hugh Campbel, a child baptized named Robert.
John McCluer, a child baptized named Jean.
28. James Craig, a child baptized named James.
The number baptized this month 4, of which 1 female

August 1745.
4. David Kinked, a child baptized named Hobson.
13. Gabriel Pickens, a child baptized named Margaret.
15. John Maxwell, a child baptized named John.
........a child baptized named Margaret.
The number baptized this month 5, of which 2 females.

September 1745.
1. William Wallis, a child baptized named William.
Charles Campbell, a child baptized named William.
John McCollock, a child baptized named Alexander.
22. John Seewright, a child baptized named James.
John Ker, a child baptized named Letitia.
George Kenken, a child baptized named Thomas.
6. John Frame, a child baptized named William (misplaced)
20. Hace McCollock, a child baptized named James.
This month ended ye number baptized this month 9, of which 1 female.

This year being ended the whole number baptized by me 77; 42 males and 35 females.
Glory to God who is adding numbers to his Visible Church.

The whole number baptized by me these five years past 439, of which 236 males and 203 females.

VI YEAR
October 1745.
6. John Smi... a child baptized named Louvisa (this day my child buried)
27. John Campbell, a child baptized named Elizabeth.
The number baptized this month, 2 both females.

November 1745.
2. Thomas McCollock 2 children baptized, not twins, named Elizabeth and Ann.
5. Bamson Archer, a child baptized named Joshua.
10. John Fresure, a child baptized named Isabell.
John McCluer, a child baptized named Ann.
Andrew McCluer, a child baptized named Elizabeth.
21. Andrew Cathy, a child baptized named Margaret.
The number baptized this month 7, of which 6 females.

December 1745.
1. John Malkem, a child baptized named Elenor.
5. Robert Scot, a child baptized named James.
Hugh Doglas, a child baptized named Joseph.
Jeremiah Herrison, a child baptized named Nehamiah.
8. John Ramsy, a child baptized named James.
9. John Miller, a child baptized named Sarah.
10. William Basken, a child baptized named Elizabeth.
15. William Erwine, a child baptized named Mary.
The number baptized this month 8, of which 4 females.

January 1745-6.
5. Robert Christian, a child baptized named John.
12. Joshua Hicman, a child baptized named Rachel.
19. Daniel Deniston, a child Baptized named Margaret, an untimely birth
26. Andrew McComb, a child baptized named Jean.
The number baptized this month 4, of which 3 females.

February 1745-6.
2. William Christian, a child baptized named Margaret.
John Christian, a child baptized named Rebecca.
Andrew Russel, a child baptized named Joseph.
23. Robert Fowler, a child baptized named Jean.
26. Samuel Gilbrath, 2 children, twins baptized named Thomas and Elizabeth
James Robertson, a child baptized named Elizabeth
Felix Kennedy, a child baptized named Martha.
This a fast day appointed by the Governor upon ye account of ye civil war.
The number baptized this month 8, of which 6 females.

March 1745-6.
23. William Frame, a child baptized named Esther.
Thomas Gordon, a child baptized named Sarah.
30. Robert Coil a child baptized named Barnet.
Samuel Steel a child baptized named Jean.
Richard Pilson a child baptized named Richard.
William Petterson a child baptized named William.
Alexander Kenderson a child baptized named Samuel.
The number baptized this month 9, of which 4 females.

April 1746.
4. Andrew Mitchel a child baptized named Jean.
6. James Hogseed a child baptized named James.
Robert Craig a child baptized named John.
15. Hase White a child baptized named Elizabeth.
Gabriel Alexander a child baptized named Elizabeth.
James Cowen a child baptized named Andrew.
John Holme a child baptized named Katherine.
William Ker a child baptized named James.
22. James Allem a child baptized named Isabel.
Katherine Zeen a child baptized named James, a Baslan of Philip Murphy
both parents native Irish servants gone away, the Mother satisfied the Church & afterwards a Common Strumpet,
The number baptized this month 10, of which 5 females.

May 1746.
4. John Erwine 2 children baptized, not twins named Jean & Margaret. 
11. James Bell a child baptized named Sarah. 
William Lang a child baptized named David. 
Nathaniel Davis a child baptized named Elizabeth. 
18. John Scot a child Baptized named Elizabeth. 
20. Robert Ralston a child baptized named Agness. 
21. John Corsby a child baptized named Jean 
William Logan a child baptized named Ann. 
John McCluer a child baptized named Elizabeth. 
25. William Wright a child baptized named Jean. 
John Shields a child baptized named William. 
29. Benjamin Morrow a child baptized named William. )In Calf Pasture 
Jacob Lemons a child baptized named Elizabeth. )In Calf Pasture 
Nathan Gilliland a child baptized named Katherine)In Calf Pasture

June 1746. 
1. James Clark a child baptized named Margaret. ) At North Mountain. 
John Trimble a child baptized named James. ) At North Mountain. 
Alexander Crawford a child baptized named William ) At North 
Mountain. 
James Gilmore a child baptized named Elizabeth. 
Israel Christy a child baptized named Elizabeth. 
James Miller a child baptized named David.

July 1746. 
Thomas Bell a child baptized named Robert. 
Uriah Shedweek a child baptized named Daniel. 
John Campbell a child baptized named Mary. 
James Erwine a child baptized named Margaret. 
James McElroy a child baptized named James. 
William Henderson a child baptized named Elizabeth. 
Alexander Blair a child baptized named Philip. 
Honston Hill a child baptized named Robert. 
William Cunningham a child baptized named Margaret, 
John King a child baptized named Sarah.
The number baptized this month 10, of which 5 females

August 1746.
William Snodgrass a child baptized named Elizabeth.
William Curry a child baptized named James.
Samuel Braford a child baptized named Elizabeth.
James Crawford a child baptized named James.
John Givans a child baptized named Ann.
Alexander Gibson a child baptized named Christian.
10. Samuel Lockard a child baptized named Jean.
George Scot a child baptized named Joseph.
James Craig a child baptized named Samuel
John Craig a child baptized named William.
Daniel Henderson a child baptized named Mary.
Adam Caruth a child baptized named Robert.
David Steuart a child baptized named Elizabeth.
Andrew Ker a child baptized named Jennet.
The number baptized this month 17, of which 8 females.

September 1746
8. Joseph Reid a child Baptized named Sarah.
Thomas Fitzpatrick a child baptized named Samuel.
John Alison a child baptized named Martha.
Francis Alison a child baptized named Andrew.
Robert Young a child baptized named Margaret.
William Hall a child baptized named Elizabeth.
Andrew Lewis a child baptized named John.
The number baptized this month 11, of which 6 females.

This year being ended the whole number baptized by me 118, 51 male and
67 females.
Glory to God who is adding members to his Visible Church.
The whole number baptized by me these 6 years past 557, of which 287
males and 270 females.

VII YEAR October 1746.
Mr. John Madison a child baptized named Thomas.
Robert Hooks (Hocks?) 2 children twins Baptized named George & Jean.
John Hood a child baptized named Robert.
Alexander Mills a child baptized named Elizabeth
William Alexander a child baptized named James.) At North Mountain.
James McCowen a child baptized named Ann. ) At North Mountain.
Alexander Smily a child baptized named Elinor. ) At North Mountain.
James Miles a child baptized named Andrew.
Robert Renix a child baptized named Joshua.
Alexander Gillespy a child baptized named Elizabeth.
Adam Thomson a child Baptized named Elizabeth.
The Rev. John Craig a child baptized named Mary.
John Anderson a child baptized named Rebecca.
Robert McDowel a child baptized named Sarah.
The number baptized this month 15, of which 9 females.

November 1746.
Thomas Rutledge a child baptized named Elizabeth.
John Robisen a child baptized named Jennet.
Mathew Edmiston a child baptized named James.
William Erwine a child baptized named Ann.
Samuel McCuen a child baptized named Mary.
The number baptized this month 5, of which 4 females.

December 1746.
John Finly a child baptized named Margaret.
John Pickens a child baptized named Helenor.
22. Patrick Fresure a child baptized named Ann.
John Choosnod a child baptized named Margaret.
The numbor baptized this month 4, of all females.

January 1746-7.
11. James Vance a child baptized named Thomas.
18. George Cowen a child baptized named Mary.
31. Andrew Woods a child baptized named Margaret. 
The number baptized this month 5, of which 3 females.

February 1746-7. 
1. Willion Henderson a child baptized named Rachel; this after public satisfaction given for fornication before marriage. 
8. Charles Dalais a child baptized named James. 
Andrew Scot a child baptized named Mary. 
15. Jones Anderson a child baptized named Samuel. 
James Lossly a child baptized named Dolly. 
Thomas Stewart a child baptized named Jennet. 
The number baptized this month 6, of which 4 females.

March 1746-7. 
1. James Rosbrough a child baptized named Samuel, at So. Mountain. 
2. John Willson a child baptized named Saray ) At Timber Grove Meeting House 
Nathaniel McCluer a child baptized named Mary ) At Timber Grove Meeting House 
Edward Boyle a child baptized named Mary ) At Timber Grove Meeting House 
Andrew Hay a child baptized named John ) At Timber Grove Meeting House 
Jacob Anderson a child baptized named John ) 
4. William Jamison a child baptized named Elizabeth, at Calf Pasture 
6. John Mitchel a child baptized named Elizabeth ) At N. Mountain Meeting House 
John Buchannan a child baptized named Robert ) At N. Mountain Meeting House 
Arthur Hamilton a child baptized named William) At N. Mountain Meeting House 
David Cunningham a child baptized named Mary ) At N. Mountain Meeting House 
Nathan Petterson a child baptized named Robert) At N. Mountain Meeting House 
John Brown a child baptized named Elizabeth. ) At N. Mountain Meeting House 
8. John Finly a child baptized named James. 
Samuel Davison a child baptized named William. 
James McCurkle a child baptized named William.
22. Samuel Henderson a child baptized named James. Thomas Scot a child baptized named Mary, this after public satisfaction given for fornication before marriage. 29. Joshua Hicman a child baptized named Isaac George Rodgers a child baptized named Elizabeth. Elizabeth Russ a child baptized named Letitia, having given public satisfaction the 15 instant for its being begot in fornication by Joseph White in Dunegal. The number Baptized this month 21, of which 10 females.

April 1747.

May 1747.

June 1747
William Lamb a child baptized named William.

The number baptized this month 6, of which one female

July 1747.
12. John Thomson a child baptized named Elizabeth.
James Brown a child baptized named James.
John Deyermond a child baptized named Sarah, after his wife Ann had given public satisfaction for the sin of fornication before her marriage with Daniel Brady.
Alexander Walker a child baptized named Martha,
24. Michael Realy a person come to age baptized after examination profession of faith and obedience.
26. Alexandor Douglas a child br.ptized named Mary.
27. Samson Archer a child Baptized named Robert.
The number Baptized this month 8, of which 5 females.

August 1747.
2. David Trimble a child Baptized named James.
David Doniston a child baptized named Ann.
John Ker a child baptized named Margaret.
15. Andrew Duncan a child baptized named Joseph.
Robert McKittrick a child baptized named Sarah.
17. Robert Galt a child baptized named James.
John Fresure a child baptized named Robert.
27. Robert Stephenson stood sponser for a child named Letitia Tillary born of Katherine Queen, a common strumpet & sworn by her to John Tillary a single person and by him bound to Robert Stephenson.
William Bantine a child baptized named John.
The number baptized this month 13, of which 5 females.

September 1747.
6. Patrick Queen a child baptized named John.
13. James Hamilton a child baptized named Mary.
John McCluer a child baptized named Esther.
16. Margaret Crocket widow, a child baptized named Andrew.
27. Isaac McColock a child baptized named Joseph.
The number baptized this month 9t of which 5 females.

This year being ended the whole number baptized by me 111, of which 56 males and 55 females. Glory to God who is adding members to the Visible Church.
The whole number baptized by me these 7 years 668; males 345, females 325.

VIII YEAR October 1747.
11. William Ker a child baptized named Thomas.
John Hutchison a child baptized named Thomas.
16. John Petterson a child Baptized named Elizabeth.
Thomas Gillespy a child baptized named William.
The number baptized this month 4, of which 1 female.

November 1747.
3. John Scull and adult person after examination profession of faith and obedience baptized.
5. John Brownlie a child baptized named John. ) At North Mountain
John Tate a child baptized named Elenor. ) At North Mountain
Robert McClean a child baptized named David. ) At North Mountain
Thomas Brown a child baptized named David. ) At North Mountain
David Donck a child baptized named William. ) At North Mountain
Robert Young a child baptized named Hugh ) At North Mountain
John Robison a child baptized named John) At North Mountain

15. George Cathy a child baptized named George.
22. John Petterson a child baptized named Charles.
Patrick McColam a child baptized named Elizabeth.

The total number baptized this month 11, of which 5 females.

December 1747.
4. Robert Craig a child baptized named William.
Samuel Ker a child baptized named Lucia.
The number baptized this month 2, of which 1 female.
January 1747-8.
4. John Finly a child baptized named George, by Rev. John Themson at my request being present.
10. James Robertson a child baptized named Alexander.
   John Kind a child baptized named Margaret.
   James Craig a child baptized named John.
   John Craig a child baptized named James.
21. Samuel Lockart a child baptized named Sarah (this misplaced).
   Robert Christian a child baptized named Robert.
   Joseph Christian a child baptized named Mary.
The number baptized this month 9, of which 5 females.

February 1747-8.
5. James Maphet a child baptized named Elizabeth, at North Mountain.
14. John Rack a child baptized named Margaret.) At South Mountain.
   Samuel Dunlap a child baptized named John.) At South Mountain.
21. Joseph Bell a child baptized named Mary.
   John Sharp a child baptized named Margery.
28. Isaac White a child, baptized named Sarah.
   John Maxwell a child baptized named Thomas.
The number baptized this month 9, of which 5 females.

March 1747-8.
6. John Anderson a child baptized named James.
   Henry Paton a child baptized named Henry.
10. Robert Scot a child baptized named Martha.
   George Scot a child baptized named Mary.
   Patrick Frasure a child baptized named William.
20. George Renkin a child baptized named William.
27. Felix Kennedy a child baptized named Elenor.
   Andrew Ker a child baptized named John.
The number baptized this month 9, of which 4 females.

April 1748.
Thomas Gordon a child baptized named Margaret.
John Cowan a child baptized named Hanna.
10. William Christian a child baptized named Elizabeth.
William Petterson a child baptized named John.
John Glass a child baptized named Samuel.
Joseph Walker a child baptized named Sarah. This day his wife gave
public satisfaction for the sin of fornication committed about three years
ago.
17. William Erwine a child baptized named Margaret.
John Davies a child baptized named Mary.
24. Gabriel Alexander a child baptized named Mary.
William Curry a child baptized named Rebecca.
Samuel Steel a child baptized named Martha.
William Logan a child baptized named Isabel.
William Smith a child baptized named William.
The number baptized this month 14, of which 10 females.
May 1748.
1. Ye Rev. John Craig a child baptized named John, borne April & departed
this life the 8th of November following being
James Hagseed a child baptized named William.
William Johnston a child baptized named Joseph.
5. Joshua Hicman a child baptized named George.
Sarah Smith an adult person after examination profession faith and
obedience baptized.
8. Richard Pilson a child baptized named Mary.
John Jamison a child baptized named Jean.
15. John Cunningham a child baptized named Margaret.
22. David Henderson a child baptized named Elenor.
Urian Shedweck a child baptized named Agness.
23. William Wright a child baptized named Elizabeth.
Alexander Craig a child baptized named John.
William Alexander a child baptized named Mary.
The number baptized this month 14, of which 8 females.
June 1748.
John Bighorn a child baptized named John.
7. Charles Clendenning a child baptized named Thomas.
12. Robert Rolston a child baptized named Elizabeth.
Robert Craig a child baptized named Frances
William Logan a child baptized named Jean.
The number baptized this month 9, of which 4 females.

July 1748.
3. Jean Steel widow a child baptized named Thomas, at North Mt. James Loven a child baptized named Mary.
The number baptized this month 8, of which 4 females.

August 1748.
Archibald Hamilton a child baptized named William.
The number baptized this month 1, no females.

September 1748.
George Vance a child baptized named Margaret. Robert Renex a child baptized named George.
John Corsby a child baptized named Isabel. Alexander Gibson a child baptized named Mary. William Cunningham a child baptized named Elizabeth.
John McCluer a child baptized named Thomas. John Campbell a child baptized named Daniel.
The number baptized this month 11, of which 5 females.

This year being ended the number baptized by me 101, of which 53 males 48 females.
Glory to God who is daily adding numbers to his Visible Church.

The whole number baptized by me these 8 years past 769, males 296 and females 373.
IXth YEAR.
October 1748.
2. Henery Smith a child baptized named Abraham.
23. James Bell a child baptized named Thomas.
30. Andrew McCom a child baptized named Barbara.
The number baptized this month 3, of which 1 female.

November 1748.
6. John Robison a child baptized named Mary.
Robert McCutchion a child baptized named Agnes.
John McCluer a child baptized named James.
15. James Crawford a child baptized named Alexander.
Patrick Crawford a child baptized named Martha.
25. George Anderson a child baptized named George.
John Flood a child baptized named John.
Mathew Edmiston a child baptized named Mary.
James Miller a child baptized named Katherine.
The number baptized this month 9, of which 5 females.

December 1746.
Andrew McKinny a child baptized named William.
John Frame a child baptized named John.
Matthew Robertson a child baptized named William.
The number baptized this month 3, all males.

January 1748-9.
22. Michael Dicky a child baptized named William.
John Lessly a child baptized named Sarah.
This the first day we went in and preached in Augusta Meeting House.
29. Thomas Stuart a child baptized named Ann.
Thomas Rutledge a child baptized named James.
Samuel McCuen a child baptized named John.
The number baptized this month 6, of which 2 females.

February 1748-9.
4. Thomas Ronex a child baptized named Robert.
9. Daniel Deniston a child baptized named Mary.
15. Andrew Cowen a child baptized named John.
James Vance a child baptized named Mary.
Arthur Hamilton a child baptized named John.
William Adams a child baptized named Margaret.
Francis Betty a child baptized named Thomas.
Robert Willson a child baptized named Thomas. At N. Mountain
John Buchannan a child baptized named James.
Samuel Braford a child baptized named Rachel.
James Breden a child baptized named Jennet.
John Brown a child baptized named Hugh.
Thomas Berd a child baptized named Ann.
John Tate a child baptized named John.
William Moore a child baptized named Andrew.
John Lowry a child baptized named John. At South Mountain.
Richard Cowser a child baptized named James.
27. Andrew Hays a child baptized named James.
James Milles a child baptized named Sarah. At Timber Grove.
John Ker a child baptized named Mary.
John Paul a child baptized named Mary, At North River.
The number baptized this month 24, of which 10 females.

March 1748-9.
1. John Alison a child baptized named Jennet.
Hugh Cunningham a child baptized named Mabel. At North River
James Moor a child baptized named James
4. John McGown, a child baptized named Samuel.
Adam Luny a child baptized named Robert. At Luny’s Mill Creek.
5. Samuel McRoberts a child baptized named Samuel.
7. John Meson a child baptized named John
Tasker Tosh a child baptized named Mary. Near Giant Lick.
Neal McNeal a child baptized named Thomas.
8. John Mills a child baptized named Mary. At Tinkers Creek.
10. Nathaniel McCluer a child baptized named Alexander.
James Moore a child baptized named James.
John Moor a child baptized named Robert. At North River.
Andrew McNeily a child baptized named Mary.
13. John McCapin a child baptized named Margaret.
William Docharty 3 children baptized named William, Joseph, Agness.
Calf Pasture.
15. David Crawford a child baptized named Margaret.
James Rosebrough a child baptized named James. At N. Mountain.
James Henderson a child baptized named Archibald.
James Craig a child baptized named George.
John Finly a child baptized named James.
The number baptized this month 28, of which 8 females.

April 1749
2. Charles Campbell a child baptized named Jean.
9. Hugh Campbell a child baptized named Esther.
Thomas Turk a child baptized named Jean.
William Hinds a child baptized named Margaret.
John Alison a child baptized named William.
12. George Scot a child baptized named Robert.
24. Andrew Russell a child baptized named Martha.
27. John Erwine a child baptized named Samuel.
Henery Smith a child baptized named John.
Gabriel Pickins a child baptized named William.
Daniel Henderson a child baptized named Jean.
Jacob Gillespy 2 children, twins baptized named Martha & Mary.
30. Alexander Mills a child baptized named Gilbert.
The number baptized this month 16, of which 9 females.

May 1749.
William Berd a child baptized named Margaret.
25. James Young a child baptized named William, at North Mountain.
31. David Stuart a child baptized named John.
The number baptized this month 5, of which 1 female

June 1749.
4. Samuel Henderson a child baptized named Rebecca.
8. James Robertson a child baptized named Margaret.
11. Samuel Davison a child baptized named Mary.
John Cunningham a child baptized named Elizabeth.
James Brown a child baptized named Rouling.
18. Francis Brown a child baptized named Mary.
The number baptized this month 7, of which 5 females.

July 1749.
2. William Frame a child baptized named Elizabeth.
20. George Renix a child baptized named Elizabeth.
23. James Coil a child baptized named James.
The number baptized this month 5, of which 2 females

August 1749.
14. Adam Thomson a child baptized named Rebecca.
20. William Brown a child baptized named Margaret.
31. Robert McCuthion a child baptized named John.
The number baptized this month 3, of which 2 females.

September 1749.
17. Mathew Gillespy a child baptized named James.
10. John Hutchison a child baptized named George.
James Givens a child baptized named Deborah
28. Edward Hall a child baptized named Archibald.
10. Andrew Scot a child baptized named Martha.
The number baptized this month 5, of which 2 females.

This year being ended the number baptized by me 114, of which 67 males and 47 females.
Glory to God who is daily adding numbers to his Visible Church.

The whole number baptized by me these 9 years past 883, of which 463 males and 420 females.
## Miscellaneous Baptism Records

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Parents</th>
<th>Date Baptized</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>William and James Bell (twins)</td>
<td>James Bell</td>
<td>December 12, 1740</td>
<td>Augusta County Baptismal Records 1740-1949</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Bell</td>
<td>James Bell</td>
<td>July 12, 1741</td>
<td>Augusta County Baptismal Records 1740-1949</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Bell</td>
<td>Thomas Bell</td>
<td>June 6, 1742</td>
<td>Augusta County Baptismal Records 1740-1949</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>